
When was the last time that you got on a 
trampoline? If you answered: “In my school gym 
class,” or: “Jumping on my kid’s hired birthday 
bouncy castle,” then it may be time to put the 
spring back into your exercise routine and give 
rebounding a go. 

According to James Winfield, fitness trainer and 
co-founder of ReboundUK: “Rebounding burns 
hundreds of calories each workout, detoxifies the 
body, improves posture, strengthens the core and 
tones the body, including internal organs, muscles 
and skin.” James also says this exercise can boost 
lymphatic drainage, so can tackle sagging skin, 
puffiness and cellulite. 

Rebounding, which involves bouncing on a 
specially designed mini trampoline, has fast 
become a celebrity favourite. Britney Spears, 
Gwyneth Paltrow, Victoria Beckham, Rosie 
Huntington-Whiteley and Madonna have all tried 
incorporating the low-impact exercise into their 
fitness regimes. Meanwhile, trampoline parks for 
adults are popping up nationwide and mini 
trampolines are now found in many gyms.

Rebounding is more than 40 years old, so why 
are more of us not jumping to get fit? Part of the 
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BIG BOUNCE
You don’t need to book a class 
– rebounding equipment is easy 

to buy for home use

answer is that it has to be done properly and 
regularly for your body to reap the best results.

“Rebounding is performed on a high-quality 
small, circular mini trampoline, which has been 
designed to give you extra spring and to absorb 
impact,” explains James. Exercising on a well-
designed rebounder is essential, as this is what 
makes it such a great fitness alternative for people 
carrying impact injuries, for example from 
running. The mini trampolines designed for 
children aren’t suitable.

Says James: “Sessions typically last 20 to 45 
minutes and can be tailored to focus on cardio, 
strength and core and specific sports routines. The 
idea is to concentrate on the downward push into 
the mat through the balls of your feet with your 
knees slightly bent, slightly leaning at the hips, then 
a small jump off the mat, no more than six inches.”

At the bottom of each bounce your exercise 
body weight can be more than three times heavier 
than normal, while at the top you’re weightless. 
This constant change in gravitational pressure  
is thought to give rebounding an edge over  
other workouts.

Devotees of the fitness regime, which is suitable 

JUMP START 2017
for people of all ages and abilities, believe that 
rebounding offers six advantages over other, more 
traditional forms of exercise. These advantages are: 

1. WEIGHT LOSS
Just 30 minutes of rebounding a day could help 
you lose weight quickly. “Rebounding achieves 
higher calorie burn due to the gravitational pull,” 
says James.

2. CORE STRENGTHENING
Working on an unstable surface strengthens your 
core muscles. These not only give you a flatter 
stomach and stronger back, but the core muscles 
in your pelvis hold up your pelvic floor, so are 
essential for bladder control.

3. CELLULITE CONTROL
Rebounding not only tones your muscles, it is also 
credited with improving lymphatic flow, which can 
help to release stubborn pockets of fat, so can tone 
limbs and lessen cellulite.

4. JOINT PROTECTION
A lot of forms of exercise, including jogging and 
aerobics classes, are tough on your joints. 
Rebounding, however, takes away around 70 per 
cent of the impact versus working out on a wooden 
floor or pavement while still providing enough 
load to encourage bone density. You can choose a 
rebounder with a stabilising bar if you feel 
unsteady, which means that the exercise can help 
strengthen bones in older age.

5. TOXIN RELEASE
Toxins are stored in the fat cells and transported 
via the lymphatic system, which – unlike your 
blood vessels, which are driven by your heart – has 
no way of moving unless you contract and release 
your muscles via movement. Rebounding gives an 
internal massage to every lymph vessel, 
encouraging your body to release stored toxins.

6. IMMUNE SYSTEM BOOST
Your lymphatic system is also a key component  
of your immune system. So facilitating lymph 
drainage may boost your resistance to coughs and 
colds, inflammation and illness.
• Visit rebound-uk.com for more information.

 Rebound UK 
compilation workout 
DVDs, £29.95 each, 
from rebound-uk.com, 
will help you get the 
most out of your 
exercise routine  

 Bellicon Classic 
rebounder, from 

£299; visit  
bellicon.com

 Stability bar 
handle £49; 
visit rebound-
uk.com. Great 
for those who 
feel unsteady 
when starting

 Fit Bounce Pro 
Rebounder, £259;  

visit rebound-uk.com

Can you really bounce your way to a healthy heart, less cellulite and better pelvic floor control?  
Fans of rebounding are taking this leap of faith – and are reaping the benefits
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